A participatory framework proposal for guiding researchers through an educational mobile app development
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The research work reported in this article is part of a wider study aimed at developing a mobile application (app) for Science Education in primary school. For that, we designed a participatory framework proposal nested within the larger framework of Educational Design Research. This framework emerged from the authors' need to organise the different phases of the mobile apps development and to arrange the expected products that arise from them. Our framework suggests a grounded, participatory and user-centred approach, relating literature contributions with data collected among future end-users. In this study, we exemplify the implementation of the proposed framework by presenting the outcomes of a specific moment of the preliminary research: students' stories and drawing analysis, to define the mobile app concept. For that, we (1) present and describe the participatory framework proposal, (2) identify and characterise the research method adopted to define the mobile app concept, (3) reveal and analyse data collected from the implementation of a creative writing and drawing activity performed by fourth grade primary-school students, and (4) describe the implications of data analysis in the mobile app concept definition. Our intention is to share with other educational researchers an approach that can be used to develop educational mobile apps grounded on future end-users' perceptions and ideas. We also aim to contribute to deepen the Educational Design Research apps by proposing and exemplifying the implementation of a framework that brings together researchers, students, teachers and experts.
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Introduction

Educational software development is highly complex, as it comprises didactic, graphical, functional and technical specifications developed according to different interactive and iterative stages. Over the years, its complexity has resulted in several development approaches, some based on software development methods, others based on educational design methods (usually referred to as Instructional Design – Cf. Seel et al. 2017) and some based on both (Allen 2007; Brown and Green 2016; Sommerville 2011).
Although **software development** and **educational design** methods are often intertwined or indistinctly used in the literature and websites related to educational software development, it is important to distinguish them. **Educational design** methods are systematic approaches to develop educational solutions (e.g. Massive open online courses), sustained by (1) learning theories/approaches; (2) students’ learning needs analysis; (3) learning contents and/or environmental design, selection and/or development; and (4) implementation and evaluation of the educational solutions to measure their impact on and adequacy to the learning goals (University of Michigan 2003 referred to by Brown and Green 2016; Tchounikine 2011).

**Software development** methods predict educational design methods if we intend to develop educational software; however, their main focus includes the following technical procedures: graphical design, user experience definition, and programming and testing processes (Sommerville 2011). There are several **software development** methods: some more sequential, others more iterative, some predicting higher levels of future end-users’ participation and others that do not predict any kind of collaboration at all (Cf. Beck 2000; Ben-Zahia and Jaluta 2014; Boehm and Turner 2003; Matković and Tumbas 2010; Munassar and Govardhan 2010; Office of Information Services 2008; Ruparelia and Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Services 2010; Sommerville 2011). Sommerville (2011) underlines that regardless of the adopted method, any software development process will always have to include four key stages: (1) **Specification** – definition of the software features and restrictions, (2) **Design and development** – production of the software according to the specifications, (3) **Validation** – software testing in order to validate its suitability to the users’ needs and (4) **Evolution** – adjustments, corrections and/or changes to the software according to the users’ needs.

The **educational design** methods are also diverse, some are more linear and others more iterative (Boyle 2002; Brown and Green 2016; Costa 2013; Hinoestroza and Mellar 2001; Johnson and Henderson 2002; Tchounikine 2011). According to Chen (2011), there are currently more than 100 **educational design** methods, almost all based on the **Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation (ADDIE) model**. Brown and Green (2016) suggested that regardless of their specificities, all educational design methods include three key stages: (1) **Analysis** – needs’ survey, determining the development of the educational solution and the design/definition of its requirements; (2) **Production** – design and development of the educational solution; and (3) **Evaluation** – implementation of the educational solution and evaluation of its suitability, according to the goals and/or its impact on the learning process.

Our proposal relates the four key stages of **software development** processes with the three key stages of **educational design** methods (see the **Participatory framework proposal** section). Furthermore, our proposal suggests a grounded approach, relating literature contributions with data collected from among experts and future end-users due to the choice of following a comprehensive approach (Plomp 2013). Regarding the future end-users’ collaboration, our intention was to adopt a participatory and user-centred approach, since we as researchers ‘know less about how the users interact with the solution and about how it effect their everyday practice, only the users themselves can provide this input’ (Ørngreen 2015, p. 28). Thus, our proposal aims to contribute to a renewed understanding of how educational researchers can benefit from the involvement, among others, of the educational solutions’ future end-users, namely, contributing to their ideas.
The literature analysis revealed that there are few frameworks to support educational mobile applications (apps) development (Cf. Kucirkova 2017; Shing and Yuan 2016; Zydney and Warner 2016). According to Bodily, Leary and West (2019, p. 65), ‘There appeared to be a lack of recent scholarship on learning theories and design frameworks’. The authors also underline that studies are ‘very technology-centric, and our field could benefit from a greater balance of papers studying theory and design frameworks’ (Bodily, Leary, and West 2019, p. 78). In line with this, we also believe that Educational (Design) Research could benefit from studies relating to the theory and the design approach(es) that supports those frameworks. Our framework can represent a contribution, as it entails both approaches: educational design and software development.

Our contribution lies in the fact that the development of educational solutions should engage the end-users as much as possible. As User Experience designers have been doing all over the years (Hartson and Pyla 2019; Mirri, Rocetti, and Salomoni 2018; Norman 2013), we support the idea that educational researchers should find ways to actively involve the educational solutions’ end-users (students, teachers, parents ...), instead of grounding educational solutions’ approaches only in literature reviews or their research rationales. Arising from this, we also support the idea that educational researchers, developers and end-users must work together from the solution design concept to its deployment. This could represent an opportunity to enhance the solutions’ development based on systematic processes of co-reflection and adjustments, according to the end-users’ needs, expectations and ideas (Hartson and Pyla 2019; Mirri, Rocetti, and Salomoni 2018; Norman 2013). Furthermore, we support the idea that this co-design approach could represent an opportunity to develop and share new and grounded scientific knowledge.

Trying to contribute to this shift, our participatory framework proposal (although in a flexible way) helps to guide those who adopt it through the necessary phases and products for the development of an educational mobile app, contributing to extend the range of outputs of Educational (Design) Research. In the following sections, we (1) present and describe the participatory framework proposal, (2) identify and characterise the research method adopted to define the mobile app concept, (3) reveal and analyse data collected from the implementation of a creative writing and drawing activity performed by fourth grade primary-school students, (4) describe the implications of the data analysis in the mobile app concept definition and (5) present some final considerations.

Participatory framework proposal

As mentioned earlier, our participatory framework proposal aims to help other educational researchers to develop educational mobile apps grounded on future end-users’ perceptions, ideas and needs (International Organization for Standardization 2010; Ritter, Baxter, and Churchill 2014). Because it is quite flexible and comprehensive, we believe that our framework proposal can also be used in the development of other technological educational solutions.

The proposal relates the four key stages of the software development process (Sommerville 2011) with the three key stages of the educational design methods (Brown and Green 2016). In order to better understand their relationship, we matched both (see Table 1). With that, we were able to overview the implications of each phase.
in our mobile app development and, by doing so, were able to define our educational design (research) approach (see also the Methods section).

To develop our mobile app, we adopted a participatory approach (also mentioned in the literature as co-design) (Hartson and Pyla 2019). For that, we defined several interactions and iterations with different participants, namely, students, teachers and experts from different knowledge fields. Nowadays, end-users’ (and other stakeholders’) participation within technological solutions design is broadly accepted and implemented (Hamzah 2018; Hartson and Pyla 2019; Mirri, Roccetti, and Salomoni 2018; Robertson and Simonsen 2012). As Simonsen and Hertzum (2012, p. 10) suggested, participatory design ‘has a lot to offer’, for instance, by helping educational researchers and developers to clarify needs and goals, define suitable learning approaches and design learning environments tailored to the students’ needs. In our study, future end-users’ participation was crucial, namely, in the mobile app concept definition through the students’ stories and drawing analysis (see Results and discussion).

As our participatory framework proposal is nested within the Educational Design Research, we briefly clarify it. Educational Design Research is a comprehensive approach that considers all phases and processes of the development of an educational solution as a whole, combining different research techniques and participants (Plomp 2013). According to Barab and Squire (2004, p. 1), this approach is focused on the development of ‘technological tools, curriculum, and especially theory that can be used to understand and support learning’, such as ‘design principles or guidelines derived empirically and richly described, which can be implemented by others interested in studying similar settings and concerns’ (Amiel and Reeves 2008, p. 35).
By focusing on the design and the development of the educational solution for future end-users’ needs, *Educational Design Research* can be a user-centred design approach (Keates, Trewin, and Elliott 2006; Mirri, Roccetti, and Salomoni 2018). By ‘letting the users actively contribute to the design and to the content development process’ (Mirri, Roccetti, and Salomoni 2018, p. 2), *Educational Design Research* can also be a participatory approach. In our study, we adopt both approaches: user-centred and participatory design. The first one by developing the mobile app according to the future end-users’ needs – in our study, the students as primary end-users using the mobile app and the teachers as secondary end-users by supporting its usage (see *Results and discussion*). The participatory design approach is reflected by predicting the future end-users’ participation in different phases of the mobile app development.

According to Majgaard, Misfeldt, and Nielsen (2011), students and teachers’ participation in our study aims to improve (1) the innovative nature of the proposed educational solution, and (2) the usability, effectiveness and relevance of our mobile app. This attempt aims to ground our research in reliable and transferable principles of educational design, thus, contributing to bringing educational research closer to the classroom practices, as well as to influence ‘policy making and strategic school decisions’ (Reimann 2011, p. 46). For that, we adopted the four main processes of user-centred software development, relating them with the three main phases of *Educational Design Research*. This relationship is presented in Table 2. Besides this relationship, Table 2 illustrates the systematic characteristics of *Educational Design Research*, overlapping it with a well-known educational design method: the ADDIE model (Anderson and Shattuck 2012; de Villiers and Harpur 2013; McKenney and Reeves 2013; Plomp 2013; Reimann 2011; The Design-Based Research Collective 2003; Wang and Hannafin 2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preliminary research</strong></td>
<td>→ Understand, analyse and specify the context of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs and context analysis, alongside the design of</td>
<td>→ Specify user requirements (e.g., target audience, characteristics, needs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the conceptual framework(s) based on the literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prototyping phase</strong></td>
<td>→ Design and develop (e.g., guidelines, frameworks, prototypes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidelines definition for the design of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>educational solution and development and improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of prototypes through iterative and interactive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processes of design, formative evaluation and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment phase</strong></td>
<td>→ Evaluate the design and development according to the proposed and to the users’ perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement and evaluate the impact of the educational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solution next to the target audience, if they really</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>want to use it, and if the educational solution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meets the proposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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de Villiers and Harpur (2013, p. 256) propose a ‘Generic Model of Design-Based Research Process within a Context’, representing:

1. the starting point for the approach – the problem and the need for innovation;
2. the phases and the processes that arise from the problem, according to the ADDIE model and influenced by the collaboration of the different participants and the context itself;
3. the research products, according to the Educational Design Research approach – practical solutions and theoretical contributions;
4. the importance of synergies (which should result) between practice and theory, and between educational design and research.

The integration of the ADDIE model in the Educational Design Research approach is related to the fact that the researcher repeats as many times as necessary each phase and/or process to reach the ‘ideal’ educational solution (Plomp 2013). Despite its classification, ADDIE is not a specific model, but rather an illustration of the common conceptual components shared among many methods of educational design: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation and, more recently, Revision (Bichelmeyer 2005; Branch and Kopcha 2014; Brown and Green 2016; Molenda 2003). The last two components aim at a continuous, formative and integrated evaluation and revision of the developments carried out, allowing the researcher to go back to each stage whenever desirable and/or necessary in order to correct, adjust, improve and/or implement new integrations.

Focusing on the development of an educational mobile app, in the Analysis phase, among other aspects, one proposes that the researcher (1) defines the problem and the need for innovation (e.g. low availability of Science Education mobile apps), (2) analyses and specifies user requirements (e.g. target audience) and (3) defines the mobile app concept (e.g. the app characters and the graphic environments).

In the Design phase, the researcher deepens and defines aspects, such as (1) the topic to be approached in the educational mobile app (e.g. human body), (2) the learning goal(s) (e.g. identify some common human body parts), (3) the digital educational contents to be integrated and developed (e.g. animations, games and simulations) and (4) the assessment tools and strategies (e.g. quizzes). These aspects are related to the educational app didactic specifications. It is also in the Design phase that the aspects related to the graphical, functional and technical specifications of an educational mobile app are defined.

In the Development phase, one proposes the production and validation of the aspects defined in the Design phase (e.g. prototype development), identifying possible changes and/or improvements to the development of the final mobile app version. Thus, in the Implementation phase, the prototype of the educational app is tested and, finally, the final version is made available to the end-users.

Transversely and iteratively, in the Evaluation phase, we propose that the researcher, using different criteria and strategies, evaluates the mobile app design, development and implementation processes (e.g. questionnaire and focus group). Regarding the Revision phase, one proposes a continuous analysis of the adequacy of the issues defined and/or developed, allowing the researcher to improve or redefine them (e.g. the mobile app concept, its specifications and the developed prototype). The revisions can occur in a sequential or non-sequential way. For instance, in the Development phase, the researcher can identify new aspects related to the specifications defined in
the Design phase, returning to this phase to redefine those aspects and then advance with the Development again (McKenney and Reeves 2012, 2015; Plomp 2013).

From the exposed, regarding the integration of the ADDIE model in the Educational Design Research approach, one proposes that in the Preliminary research, the researcher integrates Analysis and Design components aiming at the Mobile App Delimitation (see Figure 1). In this phase, we suggest two kinds of deliverables: guidelines and frameworks, to support the mobile app design. As guidelines, we propose the development of the Preliminary draft (Costa 2013), organising and detailing the following aspects: (1) the mobile app target, (2) the topic to be approached in the mobile app, (3) the mobile app learning approach, (4) the digital educational contents that the mobile app must integrate, (5) the learning management components that the mobile app must predict and (6) the mobile app concept.

Frameworks can be part of the Preliminary draft or related to it. For instance, in our project, one of the developed frameworks in this phase was the mobile app learning approach, as we proposed an authorship framework relating to the Universal Design for Learning principles, the Enquiry-Based Science Education and the BSCS 5E’s (cf. Tavares, Vieira, and Pedro 2017). However, the researcher can adopt an existing one (e.g. game-based learning and project-based learning). Using again our project as an example, another framework developed related to the Preliminary draft was the Relational structure of the conceptual Educational Data Mining framework for Science Education, a particular framework of our project that derives from the integration of the learning management components in the mobile app and that defines how these components influence or promote the students’ scientific competencies development and self-regulated learning by exploring the app (Tavares, Vieira, and Pedro 2017).

According to the participatory and user-centred approaches adopted in the Preliminary research, one proposes students, teachers and experts’ participation in the mobile app delimitation. For instance, in our project, students’ participation occurred through the implementation of a creative writing and drawing activity, which allowed us to define the mobile app concept (the specific moment of the Preliminary Research detailed in this article – see Results and discussion). Teachers’ participation emerged from the implementation of a questionnaire, helping us to define, among others, the target audience, the topic to be approached in the mobile app and to validate the learning approach proposal. Experts’ participation was requested to validate, for instance, the creative writing and drawing activity, the questionnaire and the Relational structure of the conceptual Educational Data Mining framework for Science Education.

In the Prototyping phase, we suggest that the researcher integrates Design and Development components, aiming at the Mobile App specification (see Figure 1). In this phase, we also suggest guidelines and frameworks as deliverables to support the mobile app development. As guidelines, we propose the development of the Authoring guide (Costa 2013), detailing the mobile app’s didactic, graphical, functional and technical specifications. As a result of the didactic specifications, one proposes the development of the digital educational content, Scripts and Storyboards. If the researcher does not have the skills to define the technical specifications, these can be defined by a developer.

Frameworks can also be part of the guidelines or related to it. As frameworks, in this phase, one proposes the development of the mobile app’s Educational Data Mining conceptural framework for Science Education, another particular framework of our project that derives from the Relational structure of the conceptual Educational Data Mining framework for Science Education.
Figure 1. Participatory framework proposal for guiding researchers through an educational mobile app development.
Data Mining framework for Science Education. In this phase, we also suggest the development of the mobile app Wireflows (Laubheimer 2016) based on graphical and functional specifications, and the mobile app prototype.

For instance, in our project, from a focus group session implementation with User Experience experts, we developed the mobile app Wireflows based on the experts’ Sketches. In this regard, in the Prototyping phase, we propose the experts’ participation, although we believe that this phase can also benefit from the contribution of students and teachers, according to the researcher’s options and/or needs. In the Prototyping phase, we also requested the experts’ participation to validate the mobile app didactic specifications, the Scripts and the Storyboards. We also requested the experts’ participation to validate the graphical and functional specifications, and the Educational Data Mining conceptual framework for Science Education, detailed through 11 graphical algorithms (e.g. Graphic algorithm 1: General app algorithm; Graphic algorithm 9: Data mining algorithm for the development of scientific competencies).

In the Assessment phase, one proposes that the researcher integrates the Implementation component in order to make the prototype available to the future end-users and its validation (see Figure 1). In this phase, as deliverable, we suggest the mobile app’s final version. In this phase, we propose the end-user’s participation, for instance, to test the mobile app prototype and to evaluate it through a questionnaire related to the task, in order to validate its suitability, according to the proposed and to the end-user’s perspective.

Transversely and iteratively to all phases, we propose the integration of the Revision and Evaluation components, aiming at (1) a continuous analysis of the adequacy of the defined and/or developed in each phase, (2) the improvement or redefinition of the app’s specifications and/or developments, and (3) the evaluation of the mobile app design, development and implementation processes.

The purpose of our participatory framework proposal is to help educational researchers to organise the definition, management and implementation of the different phases and tasks of the complex of designing and developing an educational mobile app. It also aims to help educational researchers to develop an educational mobile app grounded on future end-users’ perceptions, ideas and needs, contributing to deepen the Educational Design Research app, in particular by proposing a framework that brings together researchers, students, teachers and experts. This collaborative development of educational mobile apps could become a new means for improving the range of outputs of Educational (Design) Research, as well as for facilitating the development of future educational mobile apps in both academia and industrial contexts.

In the following sections, we exemplify the implementation of our framework by revealing, analysing and discussing data collected from the implementation of the creative writing and drawing activity performed by the students. For that, we present the research method adopted and describe the implications of the data analysis in the mobile app concept definition.

Method
As mentioned above, in order to develop our project we adopted the Educational Design Research approach, integrating the ADDIE model components in the three phases (Anderson and Shattuck 2012; de Villiers and Harpur 2013; McKenney and
Reeves 2013; Plomp 2013; Reimann 2011; The Design-Based Research Collective 2003; Wang and Hannafin 2005). In this article, we detail a specific moment of the Preliminary Research: the implementation of the creative writing and drawing activity performed by fourth grade primary-school students.

Deriving from the proposed framework, participatory and user-centred, by asking the end-users’ participation we were able to define the mobile app concept according to their perceptions and ideas. For that, we implemented the creative writing and drawing activity performed by students according to the following correlated moments:

1. Design and validation: The first author of this study has professional experience as a primary-school teacher, having taught from 2005 to 2010 in several public Portuguese schools. Given her experience in the area, she designed the activity. In order to ensure the scientific and pedagogical accuracy of the proposed activity, it was analysed and validated by two experts.

2. Implementation and data collection: The activity was carried out in a school setting, with students being enrolled in a fourth grade class (n = 25). All students performed the creative writing and drawing activity that is proposed, and all students’ stories and drawings were considered valid for our study.

3. Data analysis: We performed content analysis on the students’ stories and drawings.

Participants

The University of Aveiro, namely, the Department of Education and Psychology through the Research Centre on Didactics and Technology in the Education of Trainers, is one of the most prestigious Portuguese institutions in (ongoing) teacher training activities, working in this area since the academic year 1977–1978 (University of Aveiro 2019). This University has a long tradition in the establishment of partnerships and implementation of research projects in primary and secondary schools located in the Aveiro region.

In order to implement the creative writing and drawing activity, the authors requested the collaboration of one of the partner schools, that is, the collaboration of the fourth grade class (n = 25). The participation of this particular grade students was related to the delimitation of the mobile app’s target audience, defined in the previous moment of the Preliminary Research through the implementation of a questionnaire to primary-school teachers (see the Participatory framework proposal). Among others, from the data analysis of the teachers’ answers, we could deduce the target audience (fourth grade primary-school students – 8–9 years of age) and the topic to be approached in the mobile app (Human Body).

Data collection

The activity included two correlated tasks: firstly, students should write an original story (maximum 20 lines) and, in the second task, illustrate that story. The activity was performed in a school setting and was implemented as a regular classroom activity, with no previous enquiry, without orientation related to the tasks to be performed and without the researchers’ presence. This implied that the students would carry out the proposed tasks autonomously and completely free of any pre-conceptions.
For the first task, the authors defined a set of words related to the Human Body topic. As mentioned above, this thematic area was defined in the previous moment of the Preliminary Research from data analysis of the teachers’ answers to a questionnaire (n = 118): Primary-school teachers’ conceptions about their knowledge and their educational practices in Science Education using digital educational resources (Tavares, Vieira, and Pedro 2019b). The instrument was implemented using the University of Aveiro Questionnaires platform. To assure the internal consistency and reliability of the questionnaire, we applied a pilot version of the instrument to 17 primary-school teachers, which allowed us to validate the instrument (α = 0.86, r = 0.63, p < 0.01). The final version of the instrument (α = 0.71, p < 0.01) was implemented in 228 primary-school teachers, of which we considered 118 answers complete and valid for our study (Anastasi 1976; Guilford and Fruchter 1973; Nunnaly and Bernstein 1994). The instrument comprised nine questions (Q) of which, to define the mobile app’s thematic area, we analysed two:

- In Q7, from the presented list, we gather one or more topics that teachers frequently explore with their students. Select one or more options (Fluid fluctuation; Dissolution in liquids; Seeds, germination and growth; Light, shadows and images; Electrical circuits, batteries and lamps; Changes of state; Sustainability on Earth; and Human Body);
- In Q8, from the presented list, we gather the 2 topics that teachers considered most easily approached using digital educational resources (Fluid fluctuation; Dissolution in liquids; Seeds, germination and growth; Light, shadows and images; Electrical circuits, batteries and lamps; Changes of state; Sustainability on Earth; and Human Body).

These questions emerged from the adaptation of the Experimental Science Education Collection contents (Martins et al. 2007) in animations, games, simulations, quizzes and information areas (the digital educational contents integrated in the mobile app – (Cf. Tavares, Vieira, and Pedro 2017). This collection has eight manuscripts related to the topics presented in Q7 and Q8.

The set of words was also related to the topics, Healthy Eating and Physical Activity, intervention areas that constitute two of the 11 ongoing ‘Priority Health Programs’ articulated with the Portuguese ‘National Health Plan’: ‘The Portuguese National Programme for the Promotion of Healthy Eating’ and ‘The Portuguese Program for the Promotion of Physical Activity’ (Directorate-General of Health of Portugal 2017). The authors chose to work on these two topics as it is estimated that 29% of the boys and 32% of the girls between the ages of 6 and 9 years are overweight, and 12% and 11%, respectively, are obese (World Health Organization 2018). According to Rito, Silva, and Breda (2016, p. 46), this problem ‘is mainly attributed to unbalanced diets associated to lack of physical activity’. For these reasons, we chose to relate the Healthy Eating and Physical Activity topics to the Human Body thematic area, defining the following set of words for the activity: human body, agriculture, biological, sustainable, eat, cook, food, balanced, healthy, rules, physical activity and physical exercise.

In the second task, the authors proposed to the students to illustrate their original stories. To avoid bias in data collection, we chose not to ask them to draw any specific element, such as the story character(s), the environment where it occurred or both.
All the 25 class students performed the creative writing and drawing activity that is proposed, and all data collected were considered valid to our study (25 written productions and 25 graphic productions), helping us to define the mobile app concept.

All the study phases and moments were implemented in Portugal, where the authors developed their research. Therefore, the original data are only available in Portuguese (Tavares, Vieira, and Pedro 2019a).

Results and discussion

Content analysis was performed to deduce and validate the following information related to the mobile app concept and to its digital educational contents:

1. the possible approaches to the Human Body topic;
2. the subtopics to focus on the digital educational contents (animations, games, simulations, quizzes and information areas);
3. the main characters;
4. the possible graphic environments.

For this, we adopted an inductive conceptual analysis approach, determining the existence and frequency of concepts related to the above information in the students’ stories and drawings (Creswell and Creswell 2018; Mayring 2000; Richardson 2003). The analysis of the written and graphic productions was conducted without the adoption of any theoretical frameworks. As a result, the content analysis categories and subcategories were defined as the data were analysed (Denzin and Lincoln 2003; Richardson 2003). In this view, we ‘remain open to new ways of seeing and understanding’ data, and thus, finding new approaches and expanding our ideas on how to define the mobile app concept (Thorne 2014, p. 109).

Content analysis was performed using webQDA®, a qualitative computer data analysis programme. Firstly, we transcribed and anonymised the written productions assigning an identity (ID) to each one, generating individual portable document format files (.pdf). Secondly, we scanned the graphic productions and anonymised them by assigning the written productions corresponding ID, generating individual portable network graphics files (.png). These files were uploaded to the adopted software and assembled in a single project.

In order to organise the data, the sources were coded according to the classifications: written Productions and graphic Productions. Then, we proceeded with a first read of the written productions (Creswell and Creswell 2018). From this initial reading, we defined the Topic approach attribute (related to the possible approaches to the Human Body topic) and the following five values: Everyday life, Right/Wrong, Before/After, Challenge and Physical Activity. Each written production was coded according to one value – see Table 3. With this first sources classification, we could deduce (1) the possible approaches to the Human Body topic: descriptions related to daily situations (Everyday life – 11 references) and describing right and wrong attitudes related to the human body (Right/Wrong – 7 references).

To validate and define (2) the subtopics to focus on the mobile app’s digital educational contents, (3) the main characters and (4) the possible graphical environments, we analysed the written and graphic productions. This analysis resulted in
Table 3. Sources coding: fourth grade primary-school students’ written productions (n = 25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Written productions</td>
<td>Topic approach</td>
<td>Written elements that describe the approaches to the Human Body topic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everyday life</td>
<td>Written productions that describe everyday life situations</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>ID1; ID3; ID11; ID14; ID16; ID17; ID15; ID4; ID24; ID25; ID18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right/Wrong</td>
<td>Written productions that describe right and wrong attitudes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>ID9; ID10; ID8; ID19; ID21; ID20; ID6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After</td>
<td>Written productions describing conduct changes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ID12; ID13; ID22; ID2; ID5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>Written productions that set a challenge to the character(s) of the story</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ID23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity</td>
<td>Written productions describing physical activity practice</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ID7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the system of categories presented in Table 4. Our units of analysis included words, sentences and graphic elements, performing data frequency analysis (Leavy 2017; Prior 2014).

As each ID corresponds to two sources, to avoid duplication, the references related to the Graphic analogy were matched, identifying common elements between the written and graphic productions (grey references in Table 4). For the ID where the same references were identified, we only considered one. For instance, ID1 refers the word ‘house’ in the written production, and in the graphic production a house was drawn. In this case, we only considered one reference to the element ‘house’. Only the references registered twice or more and common to both the types of production were considered.

The original references were translated into English regarding the present text coherence. Although some of the translated sentences had been subjected to small adjustments, semantic, idiomatic, cultural and conceptual equivalence were preserved.

In order to assure the adequacy of the inductive system of categories and the coded ID, we submitted clone versions of our project into a validation process, asking two experts to code 10% of our coded ID selected randomly. Then, we calculated the reliability (r) of the designed system of categories, according to the following equation (Amado 2014): 
\[ r = \frac{Ta}{(Ta + Td)} \]
where \( Ta \) represents the total of agreements and \( Td \) the total of disagreements between our coded ID and the expert ones. By applying this validation
Table 4. Inductive system of categories: Fourth grade primary-school students written and graphic productions ($n = 25$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Units of analysis (examples)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Written productions</td>
<td>Didactic Analogy</td>
<td>Subtopic Human Body subtopics</td>
<td></td>
<td>“when cooking we should be more careful: do not use too much sugar or salt [devemos ter mais cuidado a cozinhar. não devemos pôr muito açúcar nem sal]&quot; (ID5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy Eating</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Written elements related to the Healthy Eating theme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Activity</td>
<td>Written elements related to the Physical Activity theme</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>“practice physical exercise to grow strong and healthy [fazer exercício físico para crescermos fortes e saudáveis]&quot; (ID4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organic Agriculture/Eating</td>
<td>Written elements related to the Organic Agriculture/Eating theme</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>“Organic agriculture is very healthy because people eat food that do not contact with health-damaging products [A agricultura biológica é muito saudável porque as pessoas comem alimentos que não têm contacto com produtos prejudiciais à saúde]&quot; (ID17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainable Agriculture/Eating</td>
<td>Written elements related to the Agriculture/Eating theme</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>“I will work in agriculture to have a healthy and sustainable diet [eu vou trabalhar na agricultura para termos uma alimentação saudável e sustentável]&quot; (ID7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>Written elements related to the Obesity theme</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>“he began to get overweight and having a less perform in sports [ele começou a ficar com demasiado excesso de peso e a desempenhar-se menos nos desportos]&quot; (ID2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>Written elements related to the Diabetes theme</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>“One day he was overweight and had high level of diabetes [Um dia ele estava com problemas de obesidade e diabetes em número alto]&quot; (ID13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>United of analysis (example of the most referenced)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Written</td>
<td>Graphic Analogy</td>
<td>Graphic environments</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>House (ID1; ID21; ID23; ID25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>productions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Written elements related to possible</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kitchen garden (ID3; ID9; ID10; ID12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>graphic environments of the app and of the integrated digital educational contents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Mother (ID1; ID2; ID7; ID10; ID16; ID21; ID24; ID25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Written elements related to possible</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boy (ID3; ID6; ID7; ID14; ID18; ID24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>characters of the app and of the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>integrated digital educational contents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic</td>
<td>Graphic Analogy</td>
<td>Graphic environments</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>House (ID1; ID11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>productions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Written elements related to possible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>graphic environments of the app and of the integrated digital educational contents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Boy (ID1; ID2; ID3; ID6; ID7; ID8; ID10; ID13; ID18; ID20; ID21; ID25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Graphic elements related to possible</td>
<td></td>
<td>Girl (ID1; ID3; ID5; ID11; ID18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>characters of the app and of the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>integrated digital educational contents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
approach, we verified the reliability of the designed system of categories ($r = 0.91$). As a result of the sources exploratory analysis, we defined two main categories:

- **Didactic Analogy**: elements related to the *Human Body* subtopics. This category was applied only to the analysis of the written productions.

- **Graphic Analogy**: elements related to the main characters and the possible graphic environments of the app and of the mobile app’s digital educational contents. This category was applied to both the analysis of the written and graphic productions.

In the **Didactic Analogy**, we defined the subcategory **Subtopic**: Healthy Eating, Physical Activity, Organic Agriculture/Eating, Sustainable Agriculture/Eating, Obesity and Diabetes. In the **Graphic Analogy**, we defined the subcategories: Graphic environments and Characters. Analysing the sources, we could validate (2) the subtopics to focus on the digital educational contents: Healthy Eating (25 references), Physical Activity (20 references) and Organic Agriculture/Eating (19 references). The analysis also allowed us to deduce the following:

- (3) The main characters: a boy (14 references) and a girl (5 references). As a secondary character, we will consider the mother (8 references).

- (4) The possible graphic environments: the characters house (5 references) and the kitchen garden (4 references).

Finally, we analysed the most frequent words used in the written productions – see Table 5. For that, we excluded discursive connectors (e.g. ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘that’, ‘if’, ‘to’, ‘ie’ and ‘this is’) and only considered words and short sentences with at least 10 references.

The analysis allowed us to deduce that the most frequent words and short sentences used by the students in the written productions were eat (39 references), healthy (38 references), food (36 references) and eating (35 references).

Table 5. Frequent words and short sentences: fourth grade primary-school students’ written productions ($n = 25$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words/Shorts sentences</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eat</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced diet</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable agriculture</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy food</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic agriculture</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic food</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen garden</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data analysis allowed us to deduce the following mobile app concept: The mobile app digital educational contents will be a set of stories related to daily situations and describing right and wrong attitudes related to the Human Body topic and the Healthy Eating, Physical Activity and Organic Agriculture/Eating subtopics. The digital educational contents, especially the animations, games and simulations, will be designed around aspects, such as eat, healthy, food and eating. The mobile app and the digital educational content stories will have as main characters a boy and a girl and will take place mainly at the house and the kitchen garden of the characters.

Conclusion

From this study, we intended to share with other educational researchers an approach that can be used to support the development of educational mobile apps grounded on future end-users’ perceptions, ideas and needs. By sharing some examples of how the proposed framework was applied in our project and it impacts, we aimed to demonstrate its operationalisation and the real impact of its usage.

Our focus was on (1) the research products, namely, the technological educational solution (the mobile app), and (2) the theory that derives from its development, which can be used to understand and support learning (Cf. Tavares, Vieira, and Pedro 2017); the study aims to contribute to a renewed understanding of how to apply the Educational Design Research approach and to underline the importance of this approach in the educational field.

Data analysis and its impact description aimed to share the foundations of our research, revealing how the end-user’s participation was crucial to improving the innovative nature of the mobile app and its effectiveness and relevance, relating to our intention to promote students’ positive attitudes towards the human body, healthy eating and physical activity through the mobile app concept.

Students’ participation also allowed us to ground our research in reliable design principles and to bring educational research closer to the classroom practices. By adopting a participatory and user-centred design, we were able to simultaneously confront and ground our initial idea on the mobile app concept. For this reason, we support the idea that our framework can represent an opportunity to a new means of improving the range of outputs of Educational (Design) Research.

Our framework can also represent an opportunity for (educational) researchers and developers, in both the academia and industrial contexts, to develop educational mobile apps in a collaborative way, benefitting from the inputs of different stakeholders, namely, the educational solutions’ end-users. Furthermore, this framework can contribute to deepen participatory and user-centred approaches in educational research. Because our framework is quite flexible and comprehensive, we believe that it can be used in the development of other technological educational solutions.
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